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Orlando di Lasso is regarded as one of the great polyphonic 

masters of the Renaissance. An international composer of both sacred 

and secular music, his sacred works have always held an important 

place in the choral repertory. Especially significant are Lasso's 

Parody Masses, which comprise the majority of settings in this genre. 

The Missa Ad Imitatiomem Moduli Doulce Memoire and its model, 

the chanson Doulce Memoire by Sandrin, have been selected as the subject 

of this lecture recital. In the course of this study, the two works 

have been compared and analyzed, focusing on the exact material which 

has been borrowed from the chanson. In addition to the borrowed material, 

the longer movements, especially the Gloria and the Credo, exhibit 

considerable free material. This will be considered in light of its 

relation to the parody sections. 

Chapter One gives an introduction to the subject of musical 

parody with definitions of parody by several contemporary authors. In 

addition, several writers of the sixteenth century, including Vicentino, 

Zarlino, Ponzio, and Cerone are mentioned. 

Chapter Two relates biographical information on Lasso and gives 

a brief summary of his compositions. Attention is given to the number 

and type of Parody Masses by Lasso. 



Chapter Three discusses Sandrin and the chanson model, Doulce 

Memoire. The original French text, an English translation, and form of 

the chanson are given. 

Chapter Four gives a detailed analysis of the Missa Doulce Memoire 

illustrating the use of borrowed material on specific sections of the 

Mass. The free sections of the Mass are discussed and compared with the 

parody sections. Other compositional devices, such as text painting, 

varied textures, and coloration are also mentioned. 

In Chapter Five, the Missa Doulce Memoire is compared to Lasso's 

other parodj works and conclusions will be drawn concerning the composer's 

choice of material and treatment of the text, especially with regard to 

the free sections, the place of the Parody Mass in Lasso's ouevre. and 

their place in the modern choral repertory. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Musical parody, or the borrowing of musical material from a model 

which is then reworked and used as a basis for a new composition, is 

regarded as one of the most significant compositional practices of the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in Mass composition. In his article on 

musical parody, Walter Rubsamen notes that "not only one voice of the 

model, but the full complex of its parts plus its pattern of entrances and 

intervallic relationships serves as the point of departure for the mass."1 

Rubsamen's definition makes an attempt at distinguishing between the use of 

only one voice of a model, as for example in the cantus firmus technique of 

the thirteenth through the sixteenth centuries, and the parody technique 

which employs more than one voice of the model. 

Another writer on the subject of parody, Lewis Lockwood, in his 

article "On Parody as Term and Concept in Sixteenth-Century Music" elaborates 

more fully on the meaning of the term parody and its use in music.2 For 

example, Lockwood emphasizes the fact that the borrowed material in a true 

parody composition is transformed and treated in numerous ways such as 

1. Walter H. Rubsamen, "Some First Elaborations of Masses From Motets," 
Bulletin of the American Musicological SocietvrIV (1940), 6. ' 

2. Lewis Lockwood, "On Parody as Term and Concept in Sixteenth-Century 
s3;c' Aspects of Medieval and Renaissance Music; A Birthday Offering 

to Gustav Reese (New York: W. W. Norton, 1966), 562. 



imitation, augmentation, diminution, etc. rather than merely elaborated 

upon. In its new guise, the borrowed material may no longer be recognized, 

depending, of course, on the type and amount of transformation by the 

composer. Additionally, Lockwood speaks of the motive, that is, a short 

phrase or figure, as being the distinctive and essential feature of sixteenth-

century parody and that the skill and art of parody lay in the many 

transformations that composers could make from previously formed motives. 

Finally, Lockwood discusses the importance of contrapuntal organization, 

where motives are used imitatively, as one type of thematic transformation 

in parody composition. 

More recent studies by Willi Apel3 and Michael Tilmouth4 have also 

offered definitions of parody. Apel gives two definitions, one using the 

tern in its broader sense and the other restricting its use to the Parody 

Mass. Apel's definition reads: 

Term for an important practice in 15th- and 16th-century Mass 
composition, i.e., incorporating into the Mass material 
derived from various voice parts or from entire sections 
of a polyphonic composition (motet, chanson, madrigal).5 

Like Rubsamen, Apel makes a distinction between the cantus firmus Mass and 

the parody Mass, further pointing out, as do the others, that the treatment 

of the borrowed material is highly varied. 

3* Willi ^ ! l ' . M P a r 0 d ^ " T h e Ha*~vard Dictionary of Mncir , 2nd ed., ed. by 

1969), 643. U S 6 t t S : a P P r 6 S S ° f H a r v a r d University Press! 

4. Michael Tilmouth, "Parody," The New Grove Dictionary of Mns-ir and 

XIV^C238S' v o l s " e d« Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), 

5* Apel, op. cit.. 643. 



Michael Tilmouth writes about specific transformational devices of 

borrowed material in parody compositions in his article on parody. Tilmouth 

acknowledges the use of pre-existent material as a common feature of all 

parody works: " . . . themes, rhythms, chords, and chord progressions are 

absorbed in the new piece and are subjected to free variation in such a way 

to fuse old and new elements."6 Tilmouth's discussion of musical parody 

in all periods of music history as well as its application to various types 

of compositions presents the most comprehensive treatment of the subject 

to date. 

Several writers of the sixteenth century, amoung them Vicentino, 

Zarlino, Ponzio, and Cerone, addressed the subject of musical parody. Although 

theoretical discussions of this time lag behind musical practice, they are 

still significant because they offer a contemporary point of view. One of 

the earliest writers to mention the technique is Vicentino, who, in a passage 

on the mingling of secular elements in sacred music, only alludes to the 

practice of basing Masses on madrigals.7 In Book III of the Istitutione 

armoniche (1589), Zarlino makes an oblique reference to this type of 

borrowing when he says that the soggetto may consist of more than one part 

from a polyphonic antecendent.® 

6. Tilmouth, op. cit.. 238. 

7. Vicentino, L'Antico musica ridotta alia moderna prattica (1555) cited 
in Lewis Lockwood, "On Parody as Term and Concept in Sixteenth-Century 

i C' A s P e c t s of Medieval and Renaissance Music: A Birthday Offerine 
to Gustav Reese (New Y o r k : W . W. Norton, 1966), 569. 

8. Lockwood, op. cit.. 570. 



Ponzio gives a more complete discussion in two of his treatises. 

The RaRflionaroento 0f 1588 contains a passage on general procedures that 

should be followed in the writing of various types of compositions including 

those with borrowed material.9 I„ the Dialogo of 1595, however, he gives 

a much more complete description of parody procedures and goes on to 

differentiate between the terms "fuga" and "imitatione."10 The former, 

Ponzio explains, applies only to contrapuntal compositions where a subject 

is treated imitatively, while the latter refers to two compositions, one of 

which is an imitation of the other. 

The most detailed discourse on the subject of sixteenth-century 

p rody is given by Pietro Cerone in his El Melopea y maestro (Book XII) of 

1613.11 Cerone relies a great deal on earlier sources and borrows extensively 

from both Zarlino and Ponzio. For example, he follows Ponzio's ordering of 

subject exactly in the Rasgionamento. A summary of Cerone's version of 

Ponzio's passage on the distribution of borrowed material reads: 

a. The beginnings of the five major divisions [of the Massl 
correspond to the beginning of the model, though their contra-
puntal treatment of this material should vary. 

b. The Christe may be based on a subsidiary motive from the model. 

C* f!?Lfrie n - a ! d t h e S 6 C 0 n d a n d t h i r d A§ n u s Dei may be based on 
the^d^r 6 1 1" 6' m a t e r i a l ° r 0 n ° t h e r s u b s i d i - y S e r i a l from 

d* use e ^ u ? h ° n
f n K r e 1 1 a n d ° f t h e ° t h e r maJ°r d i v i s i o*s should 

use, though m diverse ways, the ending of the model. 

9. Lockwood, op. cit.. 571-572. 

10. Ibid. 

11. Lockwood, op. cit.. 573-574. 



e. The endings of the interior divisions may conclude on the 
cofinal of the tone. 

f. The more use that is made of internal motives from the model 
the more praiseworthy the elaboration will be.12 

It is important to note that none of these writers actually used the term 

parody but chose instead other terms for musical borrowing which will be 

discussed later. 

The transition from the cantus firmus Mass to the Parody Mass was a 

gradual process which unfolded over several years. The earliest examples of 

Parody Masses come from early fourteenth-century Italy and continued through 

Monteverdi's Mass of 1610 which is based on a motet by Gombert. Throughout 

the fifteenth and especially the sixteenth centuries, cantus firmus and 

parody techniques were used side by side. More of the model began to be 

borrowed in these works until substantial portions from the beginning, 

middle, and end of the model were included. 

The earliest appearance of the term Missa parodia occurs on the title 

page of Jacob Paix's 1587 Mass based on Crequillon's Domine da nobis.13 

This single, isolated use of the term is a pecularity as it was never used 

again in the sixteenth century. More common terms were the Italian "Missa 

super . . . " (or "sopra" or "sur") or the German and French use of "Missa 

ad imitationem moduli . . . " ( o r "cantiones" or "motetae").
1A The latter 

terms made the polyphonic relationship to the model explicit for the first 

time. 

12. Ibid. 

13. Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance (New York: W. W. Norton, 1954) 
202. • 

14. Lockwood, op. cit.. 562-563. 



Important composers of the Parody Mass in the fifteenth century 

include both Ockeghem and Obrecht. The latter, in his Missa Fortune 

d 6 S p e r a t a a n d ^ s s a Rosa playsant, combined both cantus firmus and parody 

techniques. In these Masses, substantial polyphonic passages from the 

model are parodied after the initial statement of the cantus firmus in the 

tenor. In the sixteenth century, as the parody procedure became well 

established, composers began to use motets as sources for the Masses in 

addition to secular madrigals and chansons. Notable composers of the 

sixteenth-century Parody Mass were Josquin, Gombert, Crecquillon, Morales, 

Victoria, Clemens non Papa, Palestrina and Lasso. About three-fourths of 

the Mass compositions of the last two composers may be identified as 

Parody Masses. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: LASSO 

Born at Mons (now in Walloon Belgium) probably in 1532, Orlando di 

Lasso was active in music from his earliest years as a choirboy.1 In 1544 

he joined the service of the Viceroy of Sicily and he spent the next ten 

years in Italy (1544-1554). During these years, he travelled extensively 

to several cities including Milan, Naples, and Rome. In 1554 Lasso went 

to Antwerp to supervise his earliest publications. 

In 1557 Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria took Lasso into his service as a 

singer at his court chapel in Munich and later, in 1562, appointed him 

Kappellmeister. Lasso kept this position for the remainder of his life. 

He continued to travel extensively, including visits to France, the Nether-

lands, and to Venice,where he was in contact with the Gabrielis. 

In 1580 Lasso received an invitation to succeed Scandello at the 

Dresden court, yet he remained in Munich even though the situation there 

was gradually deteriorating. In 1579 Duke Albrecht died, leaving enormous 

debts and his successor, Wilhelm, was forced to make numerous reductions 

m the music budget. Additionally, Wilhelm was a strong believer in the 

Counter-Reformation and encouraged a more pious life quite different from 

the festive atmosphere of earlier years# 

1. James Haar, "Orlande de Lassus," The New Grove Dictionary of 

Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillln, 198o" x" 
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Lasso's final years were relatively unproductive: from about the 

early 1580's, he suffered from nervous exhaustion and depression. He died 

in Munich on June 14, 1594. 

A composer of both sacred and secular music, Lasso's sacred works, 

particularly the motets, have always held an important place in the choral 

repertory. There are about 530 motets in all and most are for five or six 

voices. Lasso's sacred works for specific use in the liturgy include the 

hymns and Canticle settings for Vespers and Compline (these two offices 

were sung chorally at Munich), the Passions, Lamentations, and Responsories 

for Holy Week, and certain music for special feast days such as Christmas. 

Madrigals, villanellas, chansons, and Lieder comprise Lasso's secular 

compositions though the majority of his secular works are madrigals and 

chansons, not a surprising fact considering that Italy was his home and 

French his native language. All of these works exhibit an abundance of 

variety of mood and style. 

Lasso's Masses are perhaps the least extensively studied of all his 

compositions. None were included in the old edition of his works (R. de 

Lassus: Samtljche Werke, ed. F. X. Haberl and A. Sandberger, Leipzig, 

1894-1926), and they are only now beginning to be recognized as important 

contributions to the choral repertory with their publication in the new 

S e r i 6 S <R- d e ^ u s : Samtliche Werke; NenP Rp-iĥ , ed. S. Hermelink and 

others). There are fifty-eight Masses attributed with certainty to Lasso: 

nineteen for four voices, twenty-one for five voices, fifteen for six 

2. Jerome Roche, Lassus (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), 19. 



voices, and three for eight voices. Forty-eight of the fifty-eight are 

Parody Masses, eight are based on plainchant, and the remaining two are 

unidentified. 

Of the forty-eight Parody Masses, seventeen are based on Lasso's own 

models (almost all sacred motets) and thirty-one on models by other composers 

(almost all secular works). Lasso's secular models for the Parody Masses 

are always chansons or madrigals. Representative composers of these models 

are Monte, Sandrin, Clemens non Papa, Sermisy, Certon, Rore, J. Lupi, 

Gombert, Festa, Arcadelt, and Willaert. 

Very few of the Masses date from his years in Italy and Antwerp 

before 1556, and these are mostly paraphrase Masses based on plainsong. 

uring his first ten years at Munich, Lasso composed many Parody Masses. 

These early works differ widely regarding the choice of model, which ranges 

from the frivolous chansons of Sermisy and Certon to the more serious 

madrigals by Willaert. Susanne un ionr is an example of one of the very 

few models of his own from this period. 

About 1565 Lasso began writing six-part Masses: the Missa Dixit 

Josejh is one such Mass which dates from the late 1560's and is based on 

his own motet. The Missa Doulce memoire also dates from this period though 

Lasso began turning away from French models and more towards Italian models 

during the end of the decade. His two settings of the Requiem Mass (both 

in four parts) and his three double-choir Masses date from the late 1570's 

and earl, 1560's. One of his latest Masses is the Missa Trisr^ 

(1592) based on Gombert's chanson. 



CHAPTER III 

SANDRIN AND THE CHANSON: DOULCE MEMOIRE 

U S S 0 , S -Missa Doulce memoire is based on a chanson by Sandrin. 

Neither the date nor the place of Sandrin's birth or death is known, but 

it is thought that he was born about 1490 at St. Marcel, near Paris, and 

1561, probably in Italy, Even though Sandrin had positions with 

various religious establishments during his life, as did Lasso, there is 

surprisingly no sacred music which survives. His concentration appears to 

be completely on the chanson, with one possible exception, the madrigal 

Amor, L arco e la rete," but it is not known for certain to be his work. 

Most of the chansons were initially reprinted by the Parisian 

editor, Pierre Attaingnant, alone or with Hubert Juliet, and were later 

reprinted by Moderne.2 The chansons were greatly admired during Sandrin's 

life and afterward. This popularity is attested to by the many publications 

of them by their original publisher as well as by the numerous instrumental 

transcriptions of them for lute, guitar, and organ. 

"Doulce memoire" was one of the most celebrated chansons of the 

sixteenth century, receiving reprints by the major French publishers Moderne, 

Du Chemin, and Le Roy et Ballard, and was used as a basis for other vocal 

compositions by Layolle, Gardane, Baston, Buus, and Clemens non Papa. 

n^fP^m In^roductio"" his ed. of Doulce memoir* hy 
bandnn (Rome. American Institute of Musicology, 1968). 

2. Ibid. 

10 
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The primary source for this chanson is Attaingnant's Second 1i„r«, 

contenant XXVII chansons nouvelles (Paris, 1538).3 All of the reprints of 

"Doulce memoire" by other publishers during Sandrin's life corresponded 

closely with Attaingnant's original print: an, changes were restricted 

mainly to the text. 

It is not certain which source Lasso may have been familiar with 

when composing his Mass on Sandrin's model. In his book, Orlando Hi 

Und Seine Zeit, Boetticher states that Lasso may have known and played from 

the manuscript Kod. Munich 1501, which contained four-voice chansons as well 

as motets and was copied about 1590.4 Boetticher goes on to say that 

Lasso must have certainly known Crecquillon's Missa Suner Iloulce m n H r . 

which is also for four voices and is based on Sandrin's model.5 

addition to the many reprints and instrumental transcriptions of 

"Doulce Memoire," other composers could also show their admiration of 

Sandrin's chanson through vocal Responds and Replicant which appear in 

almost all of the prints of the chanson which came out during his life. 

The Respond is a poetic reworking of the text of the model but musical 

motives may also be borrowed. The Replicque. on the other hand, is a 

purely musical borrowing and there is no poetic connection. The Respond 

which appears in almost all prints of "Doulce Memoire" is Pierre Certon's 

"Finy le bien,"which borrows poetically and musically from the model, and 

3. Ibid. 

4. Wolfgang Boetticher, Orlando di Lasso Und Seine Zeit (1532-1594) 
(Kassel und Basel: Barenreiter-Verlag, 1958), 415. ' 

5. Ibid. 
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the anonymous "Ce qu'il souloit" is a Replicque in a Susato print from 1544. 

the latter does not have nearly as much connection to the model as Certon's 

Respond. 

The probable author of the text of "Doulce memoire" is Francis I. 

This attribution is made on the basis of a manucript which is preserved at 

the Chateau of Chantilly (Conde MS 520. F. 43 ).6 

Doulce memoire en plaisir consommee, 
0 siecle heureux que cause tel scavoir. 
La fermete' de nous deux tant aymee, 
Qui a noz maulx a sceut si bien pouvoir. 
r maintenant a perdu son pouvoir. 
Rompant le but de ma seure esperance. 
Servant d exemple a tous piteux a veoir, 

bien le mal soudain commence. 

Sweet memory consummated in joy, 
0 happy time of such understanding, 
The loving steadfastness of our (united) love, 
Which knew so well how to attend to our ills. 
But now alas has lost its (former) strength, 
Severing the thread of my (one) only hope. 
A sad example all afflicted see, 
Cease therefore joy, for sudden evil comes.7 

The poetic form of "Doulce memoire" is decasyllabic huitain with a 

rhyme scheme of a - b - a - b - b - c - b - c , that is: 

6. Frank Dobbins, "Doulce memoire: A Study of the Parodv Chanson " 

i:!?!?e||ln^S ? t h e R°Val M u s l r Ass°ciation. ed. Edward Olleson' fThP 
y Association and the Authors, 1970), 98. • ( he 

7. Translation by Frank Dobbins, op. cit.. 100. 
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"consummee" 

"scavoir" 

f t / «f 
aymee 

"pouvoir" 

"pouvoir" 

"esperance" 

"veoir" 

"commence" 

a-

b-

a-

b-

b-

c-

b-

The large musical form of "Doulce memoire" is A — A — B and each 

verse of the poem is through-composed. Various repeat forms were used for 

the chanson, and, in contrast to "Doulce memoire," the formt A — B — A (Josquin's 

Faulte d'argent") was also popular. The final line of both the poem and 

the music is repeated: 

Poetic Line: 
Music: A 

i — 
B 

3 
A 

A 
B 

5 
C 

6 
D 

7 
E 

8 
F 

B 

The beginning of the chanson opens with a motto-like repeated pattern 

of o\iid, a rhythmic figure quite common as the initial subject of many 

sixteenth-century chansons. The opening musical phrase is repeated exactly 

but with new text for the third and fourth lines of text (as illustrated 

above). 

The opening section of the chanson, before the repeat, is largely 

homophonic and reveals a simple nature. The second half of the chanson, 
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however, is more melismatic with shorter note values. Even with the more 

complex second half, the chanson gives the feeling of sentimentality and 

sadness. 

There is a strong feeling of dominant-tonic cadential patterns at 

the end of each musical/poetic line with the bass line moving largely by 

the interval of a fourth or fifth (either ascending or descending). The 

soprano line is by far the most melodically important while the remaining 

voices, the alto and tenor, complete the suggested harmonies of the bass 

line and occasionally have an imitative function. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE MASS: MISSA DOULCE MEMOTRF 

The Parody Mass, Missa Doulce memoire. is a remarkable example of 

Lasso's skill and ingenuity as a composer. In this work, Lasso borrows 

extensively from Sandrin's "Doulce memoire" in the same way that both 

Cerone and Ponzio describe in their treatises: the borrowed material can 

be clearly identified at the beginnings of each of the major sections of 

the Mass, subsidiary motives are employed at internal subdivisions of the 

sections, and the endings of these divisions correspond directly to the 

model. In contrast with these methods of borrowing, Lasso also utilizes 

the chanson in an imaginative and creative way by reworking the chanson 

in places other than the beginnings of each Mass movement. 

The most literal borrowings from the chanson occur at the beginnings 

of each Mass movement. The following table lists (by measure numbers) the 

sections taken from the chanson and used at the beginning of each of the 

major divisions of the Mass: 

Figure 1. Borrowings from the chanson at the 
beginning of each Mass movement. 

^ a s s Chanson 

Kyrie 1-6 , , 

Gloria 1-3 , ~ 
Credo 1-9 2 " 0 
Sanctus 1-6 7_; 
Agnus Dei 1-4 

15 
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In the modern performing edition, the Mass has not been reduced in 

value but the chanson appears in the Seay edition with a 2=1 reduction (0=J), 

While there are some altered rhythmic values and repeated notes in some 

sections of the Mass such as the Gloria and Agnus Dei, other sections 

remain quite close to the model with virtually no changes as in the opening 

of the Kyrie: 

Example 1. Lasso, Missa Doulce memoire. Kyrie, measures 1-5. 

Ky - r k 

- - fOll 

Ky - rie e - lei - »onf Ajr - r t - - e e - lei-

Example 2. Sandrin, Doulce memoire. measures 1-5. 

fl 
cc mc • moi plai • lircon-som 

nous deux tint ay 

ce mc • moi 
fcr - me plii - sir con-torn 

nous dfuxtsntsy 

i ce me-moire 
fer- mc - tl 

ce me • moi 
fcr - mc 

plai - sir con-tom-m* 
nous deux tint ay . m* 

Similarly, the concluding passages of each of the major divisions 

of Lasso's Mass agree with the end of the chanson. The following table 

lists these sections. 
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Figure 2. Borrowings from the chanson at 
the end of each Mass movement. 

Gloria 
Credo 
Sanctus 
Agnus Dei 

Mass 

68-75 
142-150 
51-53 
22-25 

Chanson 

33-40 
33-40 
38-40 
38-40 

The borrowed material is treated much more freely at the end of the 

Mass movements than at the beginnings. After a nearly literal quotation at 

the beginning of each movement, Lasso moves away from the model as the 

movement progresses, usually returning only in the final measures of the 

section. The following example from the Credo illustrates the use of the 

material borrowed from the end of the chanson. 

Example 3. Lasso, Missa Doulce memoire. Credo, measures 142-150. 

• 1 
V P * S 

VJ t " 

- fu - o -

V - tu - 0 -

rum. Et Ti-tam 

ram. Et ri -

• I ' T f f - 1 
~ 

tun Ten - tu -

' '• i a . J J u p 
- ri - cu - li 

- ri tae I- m-li. A -

V - tu - o -

' W- tu - o -

rum. Et 

rum. Et 

i i | t 

vi • tam Ten -

Ti -tam Ten -

tu - ri sae-j - cu - li 
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Example 4. Sandrin, Doulce memoire. measures 33-40. 

Fi - ni 

com- men 

cc. sou- dain 

dain com-men nwl aow-daifi com - men 

miii toudain com 

ie mil sou com-men 

ten ie m«l sou 
ce. too-dain 

Ie mil sou - dain com-men - ce. 

Ie mal sou 

com -men 

In addition to places already cited, Lasso uses borrowed material 

at the beginning of the following subdivisions. 

Figure 3. Borrowings from the chanson at the 
beginning of subdivisions of the Mass. 

Christe 
Kyrie II 
Credo 

Mass 

25-29 
44-49 

106-109 ("Et in spiritum") 

Chanson 

10-13 
21-27 
14-17 
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Imitative writing plays a significant role in both the chanson and 

the Mass. In the chanson there are short points of imitation between two 

or three voices, such as the soprano, bass, and alto in measures 3-5; however, 

these imitative passages are usually brief and are not developed to any great 

extent. The Mass, on the other hand, contains extended passages of imitation 

in two voice settings that contrast with the rest of the Mass. In the Credo 

at the text "Crucifixus" (measures 67-90) one finds Lasso using freely 

composed imitation, while at "Et iterum Venturis est" (measures 91-105), the 

head motive of the imitative passage is derived from the superius (measures 

1-3) of the chanson. The Benedictus (measures 54-63) is set for three 

voices and begins with a freely composed imitative texture. The following 

example from the Credo (91-92), "Et iterum Venturis est," illustrates the 

chanson-derived imitation. 

Example 5. Lasso, Missa Doulce memoire. Credo, measures 91-95. 

cumglo-ri -

' Et i - re-rum Tcn-to-rw est com f l o - r i - a 

Example 6. Sandrin, Doulce memoire. measures 1-3. 

jo -di • 

cc me plfli • sir con* sum 
nous deux tant ay 

ee me 
fer plai - sir con-torn 

noui deux tant ay 

moire ee me 
fer - me 

ce me plai - sir 
de nous deux 

con-som • m* 
tant ay - m* 
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Particularly striking is Lasso's treatment of repeated sections in 

the borrowed portions of the Mass. It has already been pointed out that 

repetition is used in both of the large sections of the chanson (Chapter 

III), but when Lasso adapted this material to his setting, he varied the 

repeat. 

In the chanson, measures 28-40, there is a literal musical and 

textual repetition (measures 25-32=33-40). The final three measures of 

the chanson, 41-43, are not a part of this repetition and bring the 

chanson to a close on a plagal cadence. 

Following the model, Lasso begins the corresponding section of the 

K y n e (anacrusis in the bass to measure 58) in the same way as the model 

but with free variation in the upper voices from measures 58-60. In 

measure 60, at the half of the first phrase, Lasso borrows exactly from 

the chanson, with measures 60-63 of the Mass being equal to measures 

30-32 of the chanson. 

In the repetition of measures 58-63 in the Mass, Lasso strays even 

further from the model even though the repetition is exact at this point 

in the model. In measure 63 the bass line is identical to measure 58 in 

the Mass; however, the upper voices are freely varied with special 

emphasis on the descending line motive in the soprano and tenor which 

is derived from the chanson (measures 28-30 in the alto). The second 

half of the phrase, measures 66-68, continues in the same way as the 

first with the bass line the same as the chanson and free variation in 

the upper voices. Through this type of varied development in the Mass, 

Lasso avoids the redundancy of an exact repetition and yet maintains a 
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close relationship with the model. Following is a comparison of the 

treatment of these sections by both composers (Examples 7 and 8). 

Example 7. Lasso, Missa Doulce memoire. Kyrie, measures 59-68. 

y «->• 1 I i I j— 

8 e - lei -

8 ri - - c e -
| 

, * , ( 

- lei-sou, e 

son, AJr. J 

lei - ton, 

- rie 

JSJr - ri-e e-lei « 

t 

•fe»-

e - lei -son j Ky -

wm, e - lei - -

rie e - lei - -

son,Ky-ri - -

'• j J J I 
ri - e e Kg - ri - e e- -lei- - ton, Ky -

^ wr c ^ 
* son, Ajf - rie e -

• d r — P m '" * 

65 

son, e - l e i ' 

lei - - ton. Ky -
• *| , 

I 

- r i - e e - lei - - ion ' 
j i ^ 

F r r r • - r 'J 

' ri - e e -

- e - l e i - -
1—» 

lei - - son, 

- son, 

J J J— 
K$ - ri - e 

e - - lei - - son. 
/7\ 

e - -lei - - won. 



Example 8. Sandrin, Doulce memoire. measures 28-40. 

22 

a tous pi teu\ a veoir 
mtl sou-dun conv 

tcu.v J %eoir. bien le mal sou 
L 

^ pie a tuus p ieu\ a %eoir. hi » bien Ic nuil sou - dain com-

icux a veoir. I pie j tous pi 
b»en le mal sou -

Fi - ni 

- conv men 

ce. sou- dain 

dain com-men Ic mal sou-dain com - men 

* " 

mal soudain com -

ien le mal sou com-men 

icn le mal sou ce. sou-dain 

le mal sou - dain com-men ce. 

JO i 

le mal sou dain cum-men 

k mal sou dain com- men com 

mal sou - dain com - men - ce. 
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The Hosanna (measures 37-53) involves repetition that is again 

borrowed from the chanson (measures 28-30), but in a much less literal 

fashion than at the close of the Kyrie. The opening motive of this 

imitative Hosanna is obviously derived melodically from the bass line in the 

chanson at measures 28-30 with its upward stepwise movement, but interestingly 

the Hosanna begins with the o J J |J rhythm characteristic of the opening 

of many sixteenth-century chansons - a rhythm that does not appear in the 

chanson opening. 

Example 9. Lasso, Missa Doulce memoire. Sanctus, measures 37-44. 

san - na in cx eel - $is, ho 

ho - san - na i 

san - na 

san - na in cx - eel - - ii$, 



Example 10. Sandrin, Doulce memoire. measures 28-30. 
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i e u \ a veoir. 
maJ sou-dain com-

bten le mal sou - Idain 
k 

leux a veoir. r i 
! bien k IIWJ sou-dain com-

leux a veoir. h n 
le nui sou 

- conv men 

ce. sou- dam 

dain com-men Ic mal sou-dain com - men 

After the Mass soprano begins the imitation in measure 37, the tenor 

enters in measure 38 with the same head motive but then drops down a fifth 

instead of continuing with the soprano melisma. This tenor imitation 

(measures 38-41 of the Mass) is the same as the bass line of the chanson 

measures 30-32, but transposed up one octave. The imitation continues in 

the Mass with the entrance of the alto in measure 40 and the bass in measure 

41. The alto entrance begins with the same six-note head motive but does 

not drop down a fifth as does the tenor. With the bass entrance in measure 

41, it becomes clear that the tenor and bass voices are paired; the bass 

imitation is exactly the same as the tenor, but transposed down the interval 

of a fourth. 
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The voice pairing of the tenor and bass continues in measures 44-48 

with free variation in the upper voices. The transposition of the bass to 

the entrance on A in measure 49 is not found in the chanson; however, the 

motive remains the same. The concluding passage of the Hosanna (measures 

51-53) is similar to measures 38-40 in the chanson but with rhythmic and 

melodic variants in the upper voices. It is significant that the final 

statement of the bass voice occurs on a low F in measure 51 of the Mass. 

It is at this point that Lasso finally places this motive in the same 

octave as it consistently occurs in the chanson. The Hosanna is unique 

among all the movements of the Mass because it employs the borrowed 

material from the chanson as the subject of an extended imitative poly-

phonic section. 

Some sections of the Mass contain literal borrowings from the chanson 

in the course of the movement. These borrowings do not occur at the beginning 

of subdivisions within the movement. Instead, they appear briefly in sections 

of free material. For example, measures 24-29 in the Kyrie closely follow 

measures 10-13 in the chanson. This borrowing takes place in the middle of 

the Christe section of the Mass. Another example occurs in the Credo at 

measures 138-140: these measures are equivalent to measures 1-3 of the 

chanson. In the latter example, it is apparent that Lasso wished to call 

attention to the importance of the text at this point ("resurrectionem"). 

These borrowings in the middle of sections serve various functions; however, 

they always serve to keep the chanson alive in the mind of the listener. 

Along with literal borrowings from the beginning, middle, and end of 

the model, imitative passages combined with parody procedure, the use of 
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repeated sections, and borrowings within movements, Lasso utilizes a variety 

of other transformational techniques such as metrical alterations (tempus 

perfectum in the Gloria and the Benedictus) and the filling in of intervals 

with embroidery. In the Mass, there is a constant progression from a 

conservative quotation of motives toward a very free treatment in each of 

the five sections. 

The free sections of the Mass link together the sections of borrowed 

material. These free portions also serve to adapt a »ery short model to the 

more extensive text of the Mass. As might be expected, the parts of the 

Mass with the longest text, specifically the Gloria and the Credo, contain 

the lowest proportion of borrowed material. 

In keeping with the traditional techniques, the shorter sections of 

the Mass, such as the Kyrie, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei, all contain more 

melismatic writing than do the longer Gloria and Credo. The homophonic 

writing in the latter two sections not only helps to accommodate the longer 

texts but also emphasizes strong harmonic devices, such as measures 14-17 

in the Credo (at the text "Jesu Christe") where the tonal center shifts 

downward b, successive thirds. Additionally, Lasso simultaneously uses 

coloration in all of the parts to change the mensuration from tempus imper-

fectura to tempus perfectum. This device, occurring in both the Gloria and 

the Credo, results in a parlando-like effect as the number of notes per 

tactus changes. 

In sections of the Mass where parody procedures are absent free 

sections are often given over to text painting. Examples of this procedure 

are found m the Credo at "descendit de coelis" (measures 44-50) and in 
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the Sanctus at "pleni sunt coeli" (measures 25-31) where the soprano jumps 

up an octave on the word "coeli" only to drop immediately on the word 

"terra." 

Other compositional devices in the free sections of Lasso's Mass 

include the use of varied textures for contrast in the Credo and Benedictus 

(from four-part to two- or three-part) and the use of rests to emphasize 

the following text, for example, as in the Credo, measure 138, before the 

word resurrectionem." Sequential passages are used in the Agnus Dei at 

the text miserere nobis" to build momentum towards the final cadence in 

the soprano (measures 15-25). 

The plaintive quality of the chanson is taken over in the Mass by 

Lasso and is exploited to the fullest extent. The chanson is never far 

from the listener's mind with constant borrowings which occur throughout 

the Mass. Moreover, Lasso keeps the Mass in the original Dorian mode for 

a large part of the composition. Even the more joyful sections of the 

Mass, such as the "Resurrectionem" and the "Hosanna" have a certain 

stillness and restraint reminiscent of the chanson, and the complete effect 

is one of sadness and pensiveness. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Missa Doulce memoire is representative of the style of Lasso's 

parody composition. It is, however, unique in the many ways that set it 

apart from these same works. For example, the Missa Doulce memoire does not 

make as much use of the chanson model as do some other parody Masses. For 

example, the Missa super II me suffit. Missa super La La Maistre Pierre, and 

the Missa On le ma diet all make extensive use of the parody models in that 

they have shorter movements almost entirely based on the chanson. The Missa 

Doulce memoire, on the other hand, contains a substantial amount of free 

material, even in its shorter movements such as the Kyrie and the Agnus Dei. 

As in the Missa Doulce memoire. most of the other Parody Masses also 

use fewer voices in the Crucifixus and Benedictus. These movements are 

almost always set separately as a new sub-section within the larger movement. 

This change of texture calls attention to these sections and helps to further 

define the text. 

The Hosanna in Lasso's other Parody Masses is often set imitatively 

as in the Missa Doulce memoire. Another good example of this type of 

imitative Hosanna is found in the Missa super Le Berger et la Bereere. 

There is considerable variation in the placement of the Hosanna in the 

printed editions. Sometimes the Hosanna is placed before the Benedictus 

and other times afterwards. Additionally, there is never any written 

28 
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indication that the Hosanna is repeated before and after the Benedictus as 

is customary in a liturgical performance. However, it must be assumed that 

this repetition was practiced whether or not it was actually notated. 

The Agnus Dei of the Missa super domine secundum actum meum is 

apparently the only one of Lasso's Masses that closes with the "Dona nobis 

pacem" although it is not sung three times as was the custom. Instead, 

the text "Agnus Dei miserere nobis" is set once in a highly melismatic and 

extended passage that is about the same length as a Kyrie. The Kyrie is 

often set in a large A — B — A form with the Christe set as the central, 

contrasting section, as it is in Lasso's Missa Doulce memoire. 

The Missa Doulce memoire is set in a much simpler and more straightforward 

style than are the Masses for six to eight voices. These Masses, which call 

for larger resources, tend to have a more complex style with more melismatic 

writing and longer phrases even in the Gloria and Credo, which are usually 

set syllabically due to the length of the text. Finally, the voices are 

often grouped in a double-chorus manner with the upper voices contrasting 

with the lower voices in alternation. 

The seriousness of the chanson model sets the Missa Doulce memoire 

apart from many of Lasso's other chanson parodies. The plaintive quality 

of the text of the chanson, which deals with the loss of a loved one, pervades 

the entire setting of the Mass. Only occasionally, as in the Benedictus of 

the Hosanna, does Lasso deviate from the general mood of the Mass for the 

sake of the text. Like his motets, the Missa Doulce memoire displays 

numerous examples of striking harmonic progressions which dramatically 

illuminate the text for even the most unsuspecting listener. Exposed to 
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the new style of the late sixteenth-century madrigal, Lasso carried this 

expressiveness over into his sacred compositions, and even with the 

restrictions of the Mass text, went beyond the expected to the innovative. 
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